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No Trespassing
The wind was blowing across the fields and swept
up the river, carrying with it a faint fishy smell that
mixed with the musty odor of the buildings in front
of me. I passed a "No Trespassing" sign and stepped
easily over the two railroad ties blocking the entrance
to the decaying railroad station.
At the end of the tracks lay the turntable, which
was used to turn the engines around. Built on a
rotating axis was a stretch of track just long enough
for one engine to stand on, This stretch of track ap-
peared to be a bridge across a cement circle the
diameter of the length of track and nearly four feet
deep, that gaped beneath it. I stepped carefully onto
the blackened tracks and grasped the wooden railing
of the turntable as I peered over the side. Green,
brackish water pooled below, with various rubble,
bricks, wood, and plants protruding here and there. I
crossed to the other side of the track and looked back
at its rusty steel and splintering wood, remembering
what grandfather had told me about the turntable.
He said that, in working condition, the turntable re-
quired only one man to push it until the engine was
turned around. I leaned my weight on the railing and
pushed, but was unable to make the rusty axis turn.
As I started to walk away, a movement in the hole
caught my eye. A tiny cottontail sat on a mound of
earth in the bottom and raced away on a ledge cir-
cling the bottom of the hole when he saw me. I leaned
a board up against the side of the hole, providing a
means of escape for the rabbit.
A huge brick building layoff to the side of the
turntable, the tracks disappearing through giant grey
doors that swung open on hinges to admit the trains.
A large, heavy beam was dropped in place to bolt the
doors shut. I went to the side of the building where I
could get in through a weathered door sagging on its
hinges. The sound of hissing steam, of men's voices
shouting commands, the smell of burning oil and
sweat, all seemed so real to me, so clear, that I could
almost see the hulking black engines, as they were in
my grandfather's working days, resting in the expan-
sive, crumbling building that I had entered.
Several trenches had been built .into the cement
with steps leading down into them, providing
mechanics a way to get beneath the engines to work
on them. Bird droppings now dotted the entire floor,
and pigeons gently cooed from the rafters overhead.
They flapped in and out, passing through the broken
panes of the large windows placed towards the top of
the front and back walls. Each of the panes were ap-
proximately four square inches, many of them
broken, some replaced with pieces of tin. Sunlight
and air filtered in as I made my way to a doorway at
the opposite end of the building where several rooms
branched off and a creaky wooden staircase covered
with broken bits of plaster led upward. A scarred
wooden table with a broken leg leaned up in one cor-
ner, and it was easy to picture the engineers and
mechanics sitting by it, their striped caps resting on
their knees or the floor, steaming mugs of coffee in
front of them, talking about the railroad and the life
of the rail worker. The stairs led to a large room on
the second floor, probably used to store freight, and
light showed through the floor boards in several
places. The stairs creaked and I carefully avoided the
rotting boards so I wouldn't fall through.
I found my way back outside, into the sunshine
and clean air. As I walked away from the building, I
looked back to see a sign, painted on the bricks, that
said, "Safety First." It was barely legible, fading into
the brick, and in a few years the words will be illegi-
ble. Trees, young trees, were growing up all around
the building, next to the foundation, splitting the ce-
ment, crumbling the brick. I walked past an empty
box car where a bum had made his home; it was emp-
ty at the time, and I glanced down the tracks to the
south, where the rails come from the city and
beyond. I saw a wooden water tower next to the
tracks, just like the ones in the old western movies,
and it leaned tiredly, beaten and rusty.
The "No Trespassing" sign vibrated slightly in the
wind, making a faint rattling noise as I passed it on
my way back to my car. I felt I had trespassed-on
the station, on time, on an era that is dead and
fading, just like the words painted on the brick that
will disappear as the rain and wind wear it away.
Lori Kuipers
So.lEnglish
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SIeve Lesondak
So.vlIndecided
Tire Salvage Gravel Pit Reunion
Grassland hills, trees and i stand
cigarette in hand and pen in other
cool, windy and cloudy
leather gloves on handle bars
miles and acres of tires' souls
awaiting revulcanization
or burning heap.
go home to tribal gathering dance
with sound of pig-banged feeder lids
like little brother clanging pans
in dishwrangle water washing days
reride old footed hunting grounds, scout
out old skirts of towns draped in growing
folds of molting buckskin friendships
Suzi and i have gone a long way together
and sometimes when we're out here
I wonder if things can get better.
She drips oil, rests pan on twisted kickstand
while I ask God about this wasteland
where steel and rubber lie shattered.
"Do you care about tobacco and the
weeds we've picked and scattered?"
smile up at smug-silent sky
the Spirit calls for teepee time
and cities, like their people die,
Wayne Spronk
Sr ./Biology-Spanish
advancing, technically Soluable
pacemaking peacekeepers,
alkaseltzer fission,
microwave ovens for nuclear dinners,
peacepipe clouds turned mushroom shrouds
from deathmaking uialksleepers
with nuclear-fusion and unclear vision.
freezers for winners,
rolaids for sinners
in the summer
sun burns oft my persistence
Forest ends,
leaves me in the plain
with buffalo
Where do they go?
down to the Indian Nickel
trading post and water-hole
where Forest feels the fire-water
pale-face sold.
Dark daylight, evil gods?
from the sky
I feel the fire ...
in the wind
Squaw stays away with her papoose.
on Hunting Grounds
Great Spirit blows
and lives and plays
but Traders sell and Trappers loose
their acid well to burial mounds.
misty like the moon of morning
burdened like a bird of warning
darkness flaps on to find its maker
Here dark hides: tucked under unturned
stones in forests. There it thrives:
anthracite inside the heart of porous coal.
If it try, its maker it can never know.
Story-times wiping out
At dusk sky's red-ribboned scroll is read
to soothe souls going to their bed.
Each morning turns another page
to dew drool water-color cool
or cover change with scraps from earth:
rivers, trees and tigers crawl
across unlawn-dirt dawn like
loose leaves blow, then leave unbound.
['ve just wiped the legs
of a bug from my glasses.
When 1wipe out ['1/ be like
that bug-turned to molasses.
The world is thus purveyed for us
who unnecessarily live
in yesterdays and try convey
with words what's obvious:
our love we needn't only say
because life's love that we obey
when we ever dare hear or look
then are our selves the open book.
I was too fast night
before last when Lisa and
I crashed at "the showboat rock."
Hear we're al/ home alive and Beatles
sang in sixty-five to treat me
like you did last night,
but al/ 1 had was suzi.
Suzuki, my cycle, leaks tranny oil
down my best boots on gravel roads,
but when we stop for a grit
or to toss rocks in the pit,
Suzi reminds me that beatles die
and life is not a cycle.
Wayne Spronk
Sr./Bio]ogy-Spanish
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I Can't See Him
I remember the night I lost him. We were coming
home from a conference that Henry had to attend.
William, our son, was spread out in the back seat. He
can't sit up because he's handicapped, and now I am
too, I have a hearing aid. If I would have had it
before, I would have been able to understand Henry
before he died. He was trying to tell me, but I
couldn't hear him.
I could see Henry was getting tired; a pastor's work
is not as easy as everyone thinks. Conferences like
these are just one of the many things that he has to do
besides preaching. At this conference, he had to give
two seminars and lead a small group discussion. One
woman, a Baptist, just wouldn't believe that children
could be baptized. She gave Henry such a hard time.
William was lying quietly in the back seat. He can't
sit in a car; his palsy won't let him support himself.
He says he doesn't mind because while we drive, he
can watch the stars and look up at heaven. We have
always taken care of William. He can get around on
his own in his electric wheelchair, but he just can't do
other things for himself, so we have to help him.
"Mother-Mother," William called in short,
halting tones. The rest of what he said was lost in a
jumble of car noise and muted words.
'What did you say, William?"
"He said he wants some ice cream when we get
home," Henry said.
I told him we would have to wait and see. His
father was tired and would probably just want to go
to bed. Henry said that was nonsense, that ice cream
never hurt anyone, but he thought it would probably
do him good to lie down while we had some.
I asked Henry if he was all right, because he didn't
seem to be well. The almost listless way he answered
me wasn't like him.
"Yes, Mary. Just tired is all." The rest of his words
were lost on my deaf ears.
"What did you say?" I asked him.
"I said I'll be fine after I lie down for a few
minutes."
"If you say so, Henry."
William said something about the stars. "Stars did
you say?" I looked out at the night sky. There were
no clouds on this early fall night, the sky was wide
open, like the Lord was opening the doors of heaven.
I told him the angel lights surely were shining that
night.
Henry held the steering wheel in both hands,
guiding us home over the dark pavement. We had
been on the road for three hours already, with only
about fifteen miles to go. Henry was a good man, a
minister in the church for almost thirty years. He was
a handsome man, not too tall, but with curly black
hair tha t had grayed and thinned to a short circle
around his head. He was a good father, too. He took
good care of William. We had wanted more children,
but I just wasn't able to give them to him. As it was,
William came late, and then he had the palsy. I wish I
could have done better.
We've always taken care of William. It was dif-
ficult when Henry had so much other work to do as
well, but he seemed not to mind, even though I could
see how it tired him. We couldn't even think of put-
ting him into some sort of home for the handicapped;
Henry wouldn't have any part of that. William was a
gift of God, and he wasn't going to be stuck away in
some corner when he had been entrusted to us.
Henry slowed the car to turn the corner into the
driveway. Gradually, the car came to a halt on the
pavement in front of the garage. Henry got out and
pulled up on the garage door. He got it up halfway,
and stopped to lean on the door for a minute.
"Are you all right, Henry?" I called to him through
the opened window.
He said something that I missed as he faced the
door. I asked him again if he was okay.
"I'm fine, Mary." He drew in a long breath and
pushed the door the rest of the way up. "The door
just seems heavy tonight," he said as he started walk-
ing back to the car, slowly. His face looked white, his
normally bright eyes were downcast.
"You seem awfully tired. Is anything wrong?"
He sat back into the seat and closed the door.
"Nothing a little rest can't help. We'll get Bill inside
and then I'll go lay down."
Henry put the selector into drive and pulled the car
into the garage. He shut off the car, closed the garage
door, and opened the trunk to get William's
wheelchair. He slammed the lid shut, opened the rear
car door, and opened the chair like an accordion. I
gathered my purse and my scarf from the front seat
of the car and slammed the door shut. He pulled
William up from the seat, hooking William's arm
over his shoulder, and lifted him from the car to the
chair.
"Thanks-for the-lift," William said. William
never had any strength. His legs and arms look very
thin, and his body curls up into a ball because his
joints are permanently bent. Sometimes he also suf-
4
fers from spastic contractions that shake his entire
body. But nothing seems to get William. His cheeks
are always lifting his glasses in a smile.
Henry had a running joke every time we came
home from a trip. 'Thank you for flying No-Frills
Airlines. We get you there in one piece without the
normal comforts of the other airlines. Our prices
aren't any better, but we offer you less."
William and I laughed as Henry pushed him up the
slanted ramp and through the door. Henry's sense of
humor always made me laugh, and it was good for
William, too.
Henry wheeled William to the kitchen. I walked
over to put my coat on the chair, then started to get
the saucers ou t for the ice cream. Henry took
William's jacket off and laid it on the chair next to
mine.
"I'm going to lie down now," he said. He was lean-
ing against the doorpost.
I asked him if he wanted some ice cream.
"No, I said I'm going to lay down for a while. Just
wake me when it's time to put Bill to bed."
"You're sure there's nothing wrong?"
He said he would be fine and that we should just
enjoy our ice cream. I looked into his face, a face that
seemed so terribly different from what I knew, his
usually bright eyes seemed glazed. He started down
the hallway, and I began to sort through the contents
of the freezer to see what we had for flavors. I
remember feeling worried, oddly worried.
I sorted through the contents of the freezer and
found a box of strawberry ice cream. "All we have is
strawberry. Is that okay? And there's not much left,
so we'll have to share." I reached into the cupboard
to get a bowl.
"Yeah. I wanted that," William said. 'That's what
I-said I wanted."
I seemed to be missing so much back then, so of
course I hadn't heard.
I scooped the ice cream into a bowl and set it on
the table. Then I got out two spoons and wheeled
William over to the table. I reached down and locked
the brakes on his chair so it wouldn't roll, and I took
a spoonful of the strawberry and put it up to
William's mouth. Slowly, he opened his mouth wide
and took the contents of the spoon into his mouth.
"My what a big mouth you have."
"I know," William laughed. "I maybe handi-
-handicapped, but I-I can still eat." I got a napkin
to wipe his mouth, because he sometimes has trouble
with watery foods.
"You had better be careful, or you'll be wearing
that ice cream instead of eating it."
As we worked our way to the end of the ice cream,
I couldn't shake that feeling of something being
wrong with Henry. I had never seen him so tired and
tired looking. Something just wasn't right, and I
couldn't put my finger on it. I decided I should check
on him. I picked up the bowl and the spoons and put
them in the sink.
I pushed William down the hallway to the main
bedroom. "You wait here. I'll be right back."
"I'm not-going any-anywhere."
I opened the door and walked over to the bed
where Henry seemed to be sleeping soundly. Oh, I
hated the thought of having to wake him. He looked
so peaceful, still in his suit from today, his hands
clasped loosely over his vested chest. All the
tiredness seemed to be washed from his face, replaced
by a faint smile. I reached down to shake his
shoulder, not wanting to break the stillness he was
enjoying.
"Henry, Henry, wake up dear. It's time to put
William to bed."
Henry opened his eyes and stared up at the ceiling.
He seemed not to notice me. He had an almost serene
look on his face, his eyes concentrating on something
past the ceiling, a faint smile on his lips.
"I see him. I can see him." He paused. The rest of
what he said came as a garbled mess. Something
about feeding the dogs, but I couldn't make anything
of what seemed to be gibberish.
"What?" I said. "Did I feed the dog?" We didn't
have a dog. William and I had just eaten, but he
couldn't have meant him. None of it made sense to
me because I didn't hear what he said.
"Yes, I did," I said to keep him from worrying.
"Can you put William to bed now?"
"You're going to have to do it now."
"What?" I said.
"You're going to have to do it now." He said it
again as if I hadn't heard him before.
"Okay, I'll do it. You just rest some more and I'll
be back in a short time."
I walked out to William, looking back to see Henry
close his eyes above a faint smile that turned up the
corners of his lips.
"Well, William, let's get you ready for bed."
I pushed him down the hallway to the bedroom,
through the doorway, and over beside the bed. I
began to unbu tton his shirt, and he leaned forward as
I took it off him. Then I tied his gown behind his neck
and back. I stooped down, undid the velcro strips on
his shoes and pulled each one off, before rolling his
socks down over his crooked toes.
I kept wondering about Henry and what he had
said. It just didn't make any sense. Why would
anyone think about a dog when he was so tired and
not feeling well?
The whole routine I performed mechanically, a
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Basking
why resist the
to vegetate iik: opportunity
wh e green p den your oth YO uce
is cold stor. er option,age or b '1'DZlng
especially wh
feel fresh an/n you alreadyphotosynthetic
Wayne Spronk
Sr. /Biology-S .parrish
routine practiced so many times before that I didn't
even have to think about it as I did it. I loosened his
belt, then reached down and locked the brakes.
William pushed on his footrests and got himself off
the seat a little. While he held himself steady, I
worked his pants down enough so he could sit back
down, then lifted his feet so I could remove them.
I wheeled him to the bathroom and got him set on
the commode where he could lean against the wall
and tank. I still had that odd feeling, so I went to see
if Henry was all right. His last words had an eerie ef-
fect on me. I could still hear them, "Did you feed the
dog?" I couldn't get over it.
I walked to our room and went over to the bed
where Henry lay in peace, that look of quiet content-
ment still on his face, the look of peaceful sleep. I
shook him to wake him.
"Henry, are you awake?" I said. "Henry?"
He didn't move. He didn't make a sound. Fear
gathered in my throat and made it hard for me to
breathe.
"Henry," I shouted. "Henry, wake up. Please wake
up."
Nothing happened. I didn't dare listen for his
heartbeat for fear of what I might not hear. But I had
to. I leaned over him to listen, putting my ear to his
chest. I strained my weak ears for any sound of life.
Silence.
I grabbed the phone next to the bed and called the
operator. I told her we had an emergency and to get
the ambulance out to our place.
I hung up the receiver and once more strained to
hear any sound from the unmoving chest. Ilay down
next to him and cried into his lifeless chest. What had
he wanted with the dogs when he was dying, was all I
could think of. Why hadn't he tried to tell me?
I got up and wiped my eyes as I went back to the
bathroom to help William. He was still leaning
against the wall, waiting. I got him into the chair and
wheeled him to his bedroom.
I leaned over and got William's arms around my
neck, then grabbing around the waist, I pulled him
up, using my legs for leverage. Then I turned and set
him on the bed, helping to gently lay him on the mat-
tress. I reached down and pulled his feet over onto
the bed, got him situated, and pulled the covers over
him. How was I going to tell him?
"William, do you know what your father meant by
asking me to feed the dog?"
"He didn't say-feed the dog. He said-did you see
the Lord."
"Did I see the what?"
"Did you see the Lord."
. "You could hear that out in the hall?"
"Yeah. I'm not-I'm not deaf."
He was asking me if I had seen the Lord because he
was looking into His lovely face. It made sense. He
knew what was happening and tried to tell me. The
tears began to flow down my face as I thought of
how close we could have been at that moment and I
couldn't hear him.
William had heard him. That handicapped boy
had heard him say it.
"William, you father has just passed away," I said.
"He's-he's dead?"
"Yes. But we know where he is going don't we."
Tears ran down William's cheeks and his body
shook as he broke into sobs. But he knew it. He knew
what I couldn't hear. He knew all the time, what I
couldn't hear.
I reached down to hold his hand, his weak grip
closing his fingers around mine. We sat together, two
handicapped people who had lost someone dear, the
dim light of the room surrounding us like the arms of
the Lord as we waited for the ambulance that we
knew was already too late.
Paul Van Beek
Sr./MIS-Buad.
Thermochemistry
Wet grass pressed by heavy foot.
Morning haze, by sleep put.
Sunbeams sprout.
The primrose grin.
The old spruce laughs
If just within.
Wools enough, in misty rain.
Hands move slow, yet don't complain.
Paths well know
Behold the fallen.
Steel and wood.
So goes the old one.
Overcoat carries a few more chips.
Steaming ebon drank in sips.
Old tin box
Sits on the hearth
Holds one days stovewood
For what it's worth .
Brian Keairns
So./English
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Listen
... Remote
Huddled on a dreary beach,
the silence of the air
is pierced by a bird's song.
Rays of sunlight hesitate,
before creeping from
their hiding place.
Furtively glancing from side-
making sure the way is clear
-they test themselves
in unsuspected places on the beach:
a rock, a single can, a seagull.
Then quickly retreat
between the clouds,
reflecting its presence with unspoken light,
Tentatively the rays
explore their surroundings;
building up confidence
as they attach themselves to the beach:
the water, the seaweed, the seagulls,
and slowly tug, ever so gently
the origin of their being
from behind its protective covering,
drawing to express it
in blazing words across the sky.
The undeserving beach
now brightens up and sparkles,
rays dropping colours everywhere,
giving the day incentive to wake.
Slowly turning over,
the wind sighs and yawns once more
then bursts into action
snapping angrily at loose sand,
causing it to slowly spiral and dissipate with
the next gust of air,
Stretching, the sun's rays
remove their stiffness
to dance nimbly among
broken glass and drift wood
strewn along the shore.
The silence of the air
remains no longer silent.
Shouts, peals of laughter and carefree leisure,
creep in
as noisy human beings invade my peaceful surroundings.
-Silently I wish
the peacefulness to return,
to begin once again
... Remote ...
huddled on the dreary beach.
Thinking?
People think about things ...
I think.
but then they quit
Before they can think
about if because
they have to think
too much.
They say
thinking about it
confuses them,
so they stop thinking
That makes me
Wonder ...
Should I think?
Looking Glass
I'm sitting
looking through
unseeing eyes.
Trying to focus
my attention on today,
here and now ...
but ...
my mind falters again
and rests on yesterday.
Wind
Memories,
like the wind
sometimes still ...
forgotten?
Blowing head on ...
full force.
Swirling round and round
Easing every doubt,
A pleasant breeze ...
Constantly flowing
Deb Walraven
1r./P,E.
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The Dam
In Amsterdam all roads lead to the Dam, a large
open square surrounded by the diversity of change
brought on by the demands of time. All around you
the remains of the grandeur and splendor of a
flourishing 16th century merchant-city stand on
display The Nieuwe Kerk (New Church) guides your
eyes and turns your thoughts momentarily from the
clamoring reality about you. Shoulder-width
distance from the Nieuwe Kerk rests the Royal
Palace, a conceited antique, erected to celebrate the
wealth and piety of Holland's Golden Century. To-
day, the Palace is a mass of exhaust-darkened stone,
providing yet a stage for the eight-foot statues of
classical gods and goddesses who silently wield
swords and hold out scales toward an oblivious
crowd of milling irreligious tourists below. Ornate
stone-work abides on the facade but the Palace is los-
ing a war with the pigeons, the fumes, and the pre-
occupations of an at-odds Europe encircling it.
The open expanse of the Dam is about seventy-five
yards square and resembles a tourist spewing merry-
go-round. The narrow streets pump tourists onto the
square to mix about, stare at mini rock-bands, fire
their Canons, drop a guilder, and in short time
choose another beckoning back street promising its
own confusing combination of muted charm and ripe
carrion.
Across the square from the Royal Palace and
Nieuwe Kerk stands a white monolith consecrated to
a war that the sprawled transients around it have lit-
tle time to ponder. The idol is seated on a series of
steps used as pews by the faithful. If you turn and
face north from the pale white pillar, you will see
Centraal Station, the point where worshippers
disembark at the end of their pilgrimage. On a warm
spring or summer day hordes of ethnically diverse
young people congregate around the faded
memorial, participants in a ritual, the purpose
undefined yet empathizing in the threat of declining
youth.
The worshippers are generally friendly, quick to
smile and eager to trade a smoke or a swig from their
narrow brown bags for a little conversation.
However, the stench of cheap wine coarsely mixes
with an unfamiliar tobacco smoke, filling your
nostrils with a penetrating unfamiliar reek. Pushers
with heavy accents peddle their thrills among the ex-
perimenting young and the burned-out regulars. The
loud, hard vowel sounds of German, the orange
luminous hair of punkers, and the taste of a
stranger's smoked tobacco bombard your senses into
chaos.
An evangelical troupe performs a drama before the
revelling worshippers, a familiar story of creation,
fall, and Christ unfolds in soundless mime fashion,
distinctly opposed to the audience's banter. The
players suggest an alternative to the idol facing them,
but the spectators see little more than dying stones
about them. The Nieuwe Kerk hopelessly tolls 2:00;
the Royal Palace hold fast to its past. The Dam re-
mains, only the players change.
Cal Struyk
Sf. IBuad.
Countdown
Glance
Only [iteen more minutes,
Stay awake, you can do it.
Pretend to take notes,
The professor won't notice,
Clunk-Glance
Five, ten, twelve,
Twelve more minutes.
Look at the professor,
Look at me professor,
I'm looking at you,
I'm agreeing with you.
Clunk-Nudge-Glance
Five, six, seven, eight, nine
Nine more minutes.
How did that happen?
In only thirty seconds I fell asleep.
How?
Only eight more minutes.
Does the professor know I keep clock watching?
Clunk-Nudge-Nudge-Glance
Three minutes, only three!
Her watch says only one,
The clock is slow!
Let us out!
Please stop lecturing,
I want to sleep!
Why do I pay so much money
to sleep, xerox notes,
Then stay up late to study?
Lisa Witzenburg
So. IEduca bon-English
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TULIP
The sun comes up
Another day
Children to work
Grownups to play
And life continues
To go on
And on
And on
The past is gone
The present is gone
The future is gone
And life continues
To go on
And on
And on
He is the player
Yau are the pawn
And life continues
To go on
And on
And on
Does it matter in the end
Who killed the cat
Life is a joke
And a cruel one at that
f i .1
My friend kafka
Life is a dream
A vivid nightmare
Coldsweat
Disillusionment
I awoke
A child
Only i
Remained
William E.A. Meyerhoff
Fr. /Buad.-History
Renee Vander Stelt
jr.f Art
Father
I just don't understand
seems you've been
stripping
my dreams away
from me
one
Summer Canvassing
Four scared young people
without a whole lot of training
(but a solid Christian background)
went prayerfully
door-to-door
and looked for an opportunity
(even though they were nervous)
to share
Christ!
Life!
Joy!
Hope!
and to try to convince
those they (sort of)
reached
that these people could
learn of Greater things
at the church on Kuttshill Drive
by
one
and I don't know how to go on
or if I
should
go on
it's said
that a man without dreams
begins to die
but how can I continue to dream
if I'm afraid
of what the dreaming might mean
Father
I think I need to see
some dreams come true
I need to see the goodness
that only you can show
so that I can know
my dreams are not
for
only
breaking
meanwhile
the Holy Spirit
went purposefully
life-to-life
touched some
left others
opened minds, opened hearts
or left the doors closed
and sometimes
let us see
where He had been
and that indeed
we weren't on our own
but were walking
in steps
appointed
when all other means
fail
His Song
searches
and finds my soul
and lifts me
Up to greater heights
Susan Powell
So,/Elem, Ed.-English
Free Again!
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Renee Vander Stelt
jr.l Art

China Dolls
Gretta sat down on the sofa and smoothed her
dress over her knees. She picked up the hot tea from
the coffee table and took a sip from the delicately
painted, blue and white flowered teacup, then set it
hack clown with a faint clink. The entire house was
filled with tiny, exquisite treasures from far away
lands and places, her father's legacy. Whenever he
had travelled away from home, he brought a small
token back with him.
Gretta took another small sip of the tea and looked
around the large living room, at the tidiness of it all.
Everything sat in perfect order, all in their proper
places, a place occupied for many years. On the east
side, near the bay windows, stood a large grand
piano, alone, separate from the rest of the furniture,
its black presence dominating the room even though
it stood off in its own corner. The beautiful keys
stood silent, undisturbed, aging gracefully, its once
glorious tones locked in unmoved hammers and
strings. It was at all time immaculate, clean beyond
description, yet unplayed.
Just then, the doorbell rang. Gretta got up and
answered the front door.
"Hello, Miss Harlow," said the man at the door.
"Come to bring your groceries for ya."
"Well, thank you, Mister Peters. You really didn't
have to do that yourself."
"It's the easiest thing in the world for me to do,
ma'am. No problem at all."
"Well, please, come in, won't you. 1will show you
where to put the groceries, then I'll get you the
money for them."
Gretta closed the door behind him, and started
down the hallway to the kitchen.
"You can put them on the shelves in the pantry,
Mister Peters." Gretta pointed to a door off to the
right in the kitchen. "I will be right back with your
money."
Gretta walked back to the living room to get her
purse. Mister Peters was a nice enough man. He had
been delivering groceries to Cretta ever since her
father died, even though he owned the largest market
in town and had three delivery boys working for
him. He was a swarthy man with thick black hair,
small eyes, and a long nose; he always seemed to be
smiling. Gretta wondered why that was.
She looked in her purse and found the money for
the groceries, then set the purse back on the lamp-
stand.
"Nice place you got here, Miss Harlow."
Gretta's heart skipped a beat. "Oh, Mister Peters,
you startled me."
"I'm sorry, ma'am. Didn't mean to come sneakin'
up on you like that." Mister Peters looked at the
shelves full of ceramic dolls and china. "Nice things
you have here."
"Thank you, Mister Peters."
"Where did you get all these dolls and things?"
"My father bought them for me when he
travelled."
The grocer walked over the the shelves and looked
over the ceramic animals, the tiny German toy
soldier, and the small ship with full regalia. His gaze
stopped at the top shelf, where a six inch china doll
from Holland stood by itself.
"Here is your money, Mister Peters," Gretta said
nervously.
"Where did you get this one from, Miss Harlow?
Can 1 take a look at it?"
"It's from Holland. Do be careful," she said. "It is
irreplaceable."
"It looks like you." Mister Peters reach up to touch
the blue dress and delicate white bows of the doll's
dress.
"That is what my father said." She paused. "Here
is your money, Mister Peters."
He seemed not hear her. "Sure is nice. A real thing
of beauty." Peters picked it up and held it in his
rough hands.
Gretta drew a quick breath. "Be careful, please."
"I will, ma'am. 1 just wanted to get a closer look."
"Well, 1 have things to do and 1 am sure you must
as well." Her voice quavered slightly. "Here is the
money for the groceries. I put in some extra for
delivering them for me."
"Wasn't necessary, ma'am. I'd have done it for
nothing." He turned to put the doll back on the shelf.
Neither of them knew quite how it happened, it
must have slipped ou t of his hand. The doll fell to the
floor and shattered into hundreds of pieces at the
grocer's feet. The two of them looked on in disbelief,
as if it couldn't really have happened.
Peters was the first to speak. "I'm truly sorry, Miss
Harlow. Really 1 am. 1must've missed the shelf put-
tin' it back. I really am sorry, ma'am."
Gretta stood and looked over the doll as it lay in
scattered disarray on the hard wood floor. She felt a
great emptiness inside her, empty as the hollow china
doll. A part of her lay on the floor, broken open for
all to see what lay inside.
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"I best be goin' now, ma'am," Peters said. "You
keep the money ... .I'm really sorry, ma'am .... l didn't
know it was gonna slip like that. You gotta believe
me .... I'll just let myself out." Peters headed for the
door. "I just wanted to talk for a while, that's all. I
just wanted to talk with you. I didn't mean no
harm ... .I'm sorry."
Gretta said nothing. She simply stared at the re-
mains on the floor. She barely noticed the retreating
footsteps and the click of the door as Mister Peters
shut the door behind him.
Long seconds passed as she stood over the body.
Tears welled up in her eyes and followed winding
paths down her cheeks.
"No-o-o-o-o," she screamed long and full. Her
voice rang down the hallway and echoed back from
wall to wall. She stood among the fallen doll's re-
mains, trying to know what to do next, where to
turn.
Gretta kneeled to pick up the head which layoff to
one side, unscathed by the incident. The eyes showed
nothing, no sign of pain, the painted smile remained
unchanged, unaware of what happened.
She walked back to the sofa and, trembling,
lowered herself to the cushions. She laid the doll's
head in her lap and turned to put her head against the
cushions, her sobs escaping in muffled gasps.
After a few minutes, Gretta got up and set the
doll's head back by the rest of the pieces. Slowly she
walked out of the living room to the hallway. She
could remember the day the Colonel had brought the
doll home from Europe after a business trip. He was
holding it behind his back when he came in that day.
"Gretta, your Father is home." Gretta's mother
Caroline called. "Come and welcome him home. You
can finish your lesson la ter."
Gretta walked from the living room to the
hallway. "Hello, Father," Gretta said. "Welcome
back." She paused. "How was your trip?"
"My trip was just fine, Gretta," said the Colonel.
"Europe was very beautiful, especially the Alps.
Someday, Father will take you there. Until then,
maybe I could give you something to tide you over. I
bought something just for you while I was away, for
my little girl who's growing up so fast, growing up
into a very beautiful young lady, I see."
"What, Father? What did you get me?"
"Just a moment young lady. First you must turn
around and let me see you." She turned in a slow cir-
cle. "Ah, yes, a lovely young lady."
"What did you get me, Father? What is it?"
"Give your father a hug and a kiss and I'll tell
you."
"Must we go through these theatrics, James?"
Caroline asked.
"What is so wrong with a daughter kissing her
father?"
"You are making her wait unnecessarily. Why is
this so necessary now, James?"
"Please Father, can I have the present now?"
"A hug and a kiss is not so much to ask for, is it,
young lady? I should say it is a small price to pay in
comparison with what I paid for the present I bought
you."
"No, it is not so large a price, Father."
The Colonel bent down, and Gretta, standing on
tiptoe, kissed him on the cheek and hugged him. She
could at once smell the cigar smoke and liquor smell
that seemed to exude from him. She felt his hand
move down to the small of her back, pulling her
closer.
'That's my little girl. Now close your eyes and
don't open them until I tell you."
"Oh Father. Must I?"
"Really James, must we go through all this?"
Caroline asked.
"Why is a father not allowed to have his surprise?"
"All right, Father," Gretta said. Grudgingly, she
closed her eyes and waited.
"Okay, open them." Gretta opened her eyes to the
most beautiful china doll she had ever seen. She
stood speechless, taking it all in-the simple, yet
beautiful gown with its lovely ribbons and bows, the
slightly raised hem set off with lace, and the white
haloed bonnet.
"Oh James, it's lovely."
"I bought it because it looked just like you. Your
curly brown hair, your blue eyes, and those rosy
cheeks."
Instantly, she loved the doll. It became a part of
her.
"Well?" he asked. He held it out to her, his thickly
lined uncalloused hands turning it slightly so she
could see the white apron edge and the wooden
shoes.
"It's beautiful, Father," Gretta said. She reached
out for it, afraid that he might hurt it or drop it. She
took it and held it close to her, protecting it.
"What do you say, Gretta?" her mother asked.
"Thank you, Father."
'There's no need to prompt her, Caroline. She
knows how to thank me," he said as he looked down
at her.
I have got to pull myself together, Gretta thought.
It is only a doll, right? Well, I suppose I should clean
it up. The tears started down her cheek again.
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Gretta turned down the hallway and went to the
pantry to get a cloth and a bucket to put the pieces in.
Then she returned to the living room and stood look-
ing clown at the pieces. She turned and started wiping
off the shelf, where the doll had stood. She worked
her way down all the shelves, dusting off each of the
momentos as she went: the tiny ship with sails
billowing from a non-existent wind, a china plate
from France, a ceramic deer from Sweden, a toy
soldier from Germany.
Her fa ther had been a proud man, not very tall,
with curly black hair and a long flowing moustache.
Though the little signs had begun to show towards
the end of his life, he never looked or acted like a sick
man. The Colonel was too proud to show any
weakness.
Gretta put the toy soldier back on the shelf, and
knelt looking down at the scattered debris. How
could this have happened? Why the china doll? Why
not the soldier? She had no love for the toy soldier.
He was useless. He just stood there looking proud,
invincible. The china doll was part of her. Why must
the good suffer and not the bad?
Gretta looked up through misty eyes at the grand
piano a few feet distant. She walked slowly over to
the black piano. Slowly, she began to dust it with the
cloth, slow circular motions removing non-existent
dust. The light shone through the window, mirroring
the lace of the curtains and the shape of the windows
almost perfectly on the black polished surface.
Carefully, she guided the cloth into the curves and
corners of the music stand, cleaning all the indenta-
tions and edges. Finally, she began dusting the
keyboard, sliding the cloth between and over the
black and ivories, careful not to rub too hard for fear
of shattering its silence, letting some inadvertant tone
escape its register.
Gretta could still remember warm summer nights
when her mother would play, the chords drifting
through and around the big house. Gretta had taken
lessons from her mother, and was showing much
promise as a concert pianist when her mother had
died. Her father had wanted her to continue her
lessons, but she just could not, would not be persuad-
ed to play for him. She could not play for anyone,
especially not him.
Gretta took her cloth and returned to the chips and
pieces, the pieces of her life strewn on the floor.
Gretta began gathering the pieces into a small pile to
better pick them up. The tears returned, the drops
falling, but failing to give life to the broken ceramic.
Gretta looked up into the stern, unfeeling eyes of the
soldier.
"You," she yelled, the pent up feelings releasing in
a word. "It's your fault. You made her trust you,
made her believe you. You're as hollow as she. You
deserve to die wi th her."
Gretta grabbed the toy soldier from the shelf and
threw him to the floor. The soldier remained intact,
his lifeless body rolling and bouncing out of control
til it rested underneath the piano.
"You can't even die right."
Gretta ran to the sofa and let the tears corne. She
remained there as the minu tes passed, her only mo-
tion caused by uncontrolled trembling. Finally, she
slept, letting time and the world go by.
Gretta awoke, not knowing how long she had
slept. She rubbed her eyes with her finger, trying to
remove the evidence of her sleep.
Gretta got up and walked over the mess on the
floor. It wasn't a dream, she thought. Across the
floor by the piano bench lay the toy soldier, unable
to help himself.
The moonlight was shining in through the lace of
the curtains on the bay windows. Gretta walked over
and tied the curtains back, letting the moonlight pour
through the window. She turned to see the piano's
black polished countenance, almost surreal in the
strange ligh t.
Gretta pulled .out the bench and slowly lowered
herself to its creaking black leather. She reached
down, picked up the toy soldier, and set it up on top
of the piano. She watched her hands as they moved
closer to the keys and rested on the smooth ivory.
Nervously, Gretta broke the instruments long silence
with a Mozart sonata. Her fingers, unbeckoned, glid-
ed gracefully over the keys, the notes and chords
leaping and mixing and melding in the open expanse
of the living room, floating through the old house.
The melody reverberated over the piano's sound
board, singing to its new freedom. The doll's head
lay on the floor, the smile never having faded from
her face.
Paul Van Beek
Sr./MIS-Buad.
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Her Yard
Howald are your hands, lady?
Howald?
Your pale shade of blue eyes wander over, with, in the sky,
look through the pane
into the yard where your children's children's toys
are scattered
like wild animals feeding under your weeping clothesline.
These toys are brightly colored, so bright they mock.
Do the people that make these toys
plan on moments like this?
Sight of the toys fade in, fade out,
good-bye, good-bye, good-bye, the white sheets wave
good-bye.
Hanging limply now that the wind has died.
Has died, has died, has died.
Now that the wind is gone.
Howald are the hands that hurt when they drape
the line with linen?
Your paling, failing eyes, stare through the toys,
your tightened, stiff-knuckled fingers,
tough and blue-yellow,
touch the pane and
grip the sill
and now, dear lady, you shiver.
The sill has filled your hands with cold.
Cat Tail
The dark head of day presses dawn into a ball, which rises,
while a tea-pot wind probes the walls of the tenement house,
and mice rise from their beds and creep to a smell,
watching for a eat's whiskers wavering from behind a corner,
Ten hundred thousand two-eyed lonelimobiles risk the streets,
Ten hundred thousand assembly-crime workers stumble to the life-takers,
people working at maximum rage for minimum wage,
their cars inch them from light to light.
The playful dog of sky pushes day into a ball, which descends,
while a window's wind of experience is being held from the taker.
Ever, even mice rise
watching for a cat's tail.
One, fur trembling, seeks meaning in touch,
in community,
and it caves into silence, fearful for discovery.
Don Huizinga
Sr. /English
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A Day at Cal State Mental Hospital
The day started as every day did. I was rudely
awakened from my sleep by the clang of doors open-
ing all along the hospital corridor. The doors were
unlocked au toma tically by some kind of electrical
system, and the noise they made was terribly annoy-
ing, especially at six o'clock in the morning. Despite
the rude awakening, I decided to start the day with a
positive attitude. Everything was going to be all
right.
Moments later, an orderly was standing at the en-
trance to my room. He didn't look like a nurse at all.
He was a large, black dude, built like a rock, the kind
of guy you wouldn't want to meet in a dark alley at
night. Perhaps he had gotten in a wrong line
someplace, and someone had issued him a nurse's
outfit instead of a football uniform. In a way, he
looked rather silly in his clean, white uniform; but he
was an imposing figure, and I decided that I better
not make fun of his appearance. Then suddenly he
yelled at me, "Get your ass out of bed, it's shower
time." I wasn't about to argue with the man, so I got
up, threw on my bathrobe and slippers, and headed
off to the shower room.
As I walked down the corridor, several of the other
patients filed out of their rooms and joined me for the
trek. Even though there were about ten of us, I had
the strange feeling that I was alone. None of us spoke
a word, it was too early in the morning for tha t; so
we plodded and shuffled down the corridor, like
cows making their way to pasture.
I lit up a cigarette as soon as I got out of the
shower. That first cigarette of the day was the most
exhilarating. I inhaled deeply, so that the combina-
tion of smoke and the steam in the shower room
made my head spin. After I finished the cigarette, I
went to the cafeteria, grabbed a seat, and waited for
breakfast.
Breakfast was supposed to be at 7:00, but today it
was a bit late. It didn't bother me though, it gave me
a few more minutes to think straight. I knew that
after breakfast I would have to take my "meds." and
then I wouldn't be able think much for the rest of the
day. So I pondered and cherished the moment while I
had the chance.
Breakfast was finally served. It was the same old
slop, but I inhaled it to conserve time. The other pa-
tients were still eating when the orderly came and
told us it was time for "meds." We formed two single
file lines behind the medication counter and waited
for our pills. When I got to the counter, the nurse
handed me a small paper cup with four pills in it and
a small cup of orange juice. She stood there and
wa tched me as I took the pills, chasing them wi th the
orange juice. I pushed the empty cups across the
counter and made my way through the cafeteria,
then outside into the courtyard.
I went to the northwest corner of the courtyard
and sat down with my back up against the brick wall.
It was unusually cold, although it does get quite cold
in San Diego in the winter, and the chill was eating
my bones. I shivered as I drew my bathrobe tightly
against my body, and pulled my legs up to my chest
to keep warm. I relaxed and lit up a cigarette.
By 9:30 the sun had burned through the fog. I sat
there, up against the courtyard wall, ca tching rays. I
had seen iguanas do the same thing, sitting on rocks,
and soaking up the sun. All of a sudden, I
remembered Kafka's story, "Metamorphosis, " in
which the main character, Gregor Sarnsa, woke up
one morning and discovered he had become a
cockroach. Perhaps the same thing had happened to
me. I was an iguana; why not? It made perfect sense
to me. So I sat there and stared into space, without a
thought in my head.
A slight commotion broke my trance. Several
other patients in the courtyard began to stir. I didn't
know how long I had spaced out, for five minutes or
five hours. Then I realized what the fuss was all
about. It was time to do laps, which meant that it
was 11:00.
I got up and joined the other patients. There were
about twenty of us in the circle, one behind the other,
as we walked slowly, round and round and round.
As we walked, we smoked cigarettes. Before smoking
the cigarettes, we would break the filters off, then
toss the filters to the pigeons which had gathered in
the courtyard. The pigeons were crazy; they actually
believed that the filters were food. They would peck
at a filter for a few minutes, before giving up and
moving on to another filter. The laps continued-we
walked, we smoked, we tossed filters, the pigeons
pecked, and then we did it all over again.
The dinner bell rang and the circle broke up. I
wondered what would happen if the nurses didn't
ring the dinner bell; would they let us do laps until
we dropped dead? I decided that it wasn't that impor-
tant; besides, I was hungry and anxious to silence the
cries from my angry stomach. First things first I
always said.
As I ate my lunch, I tried to think as I had at
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breakfast, but I couldn't. It was because of the meds.
I hated the meds, oh how I hated the blasted things. I
decided right there that I would stop taking them. I
would hide the pills under my tongue and spi t them
out after I left the counter. Yup, that's exactly what I
would do. As I finished the thought, I glanced across
the room and saw two patients fighting. One was an
epileptic, the other was just plain crazy. Then the
orderlies came, grabbed them, and hauled them to
C,Wing where they would get shot up wi th
phenobarbital or some other nasty barb. Within
minutes everything was back to normal. I finished
my meal and waited for meds call.
A couple of minutes passed and then an orderly
called us up for meds. This time, when I got to the
counter, I hid the pills under my tongue, swallowed
the orange juice, and walked off; the nurse had
watched me, but didn't notice. I had fooled her.
The medication I had taken in the morning was
wearing off, so I decided to play cards. I searched for
my playing partner, Zeke. and finally found him on
the other end of the cafeteria. Zeke was a 'Narn vet
who was supposed to be getting out soon. There was
just a minor technicality about his G.l. bill that had
to be worked out. I had often wondered why he was
here, he didn't seem crazy. Perhaps that's why we got
along. Anyway, he was supposed to have been get-
ting out soon-for the past three years.
We got a game of spades going with two other
guys. I forgot their names. I forgot many things. The
four of us were the only normal ones in the hospital,
the only ones who could play cards. Yesterday, Zeke
and I had won two packs of cigarettes; today I felt
even more lucky. We were going to clean up.
About two hands into the game I felt pain, severe
pain, excruciating pain. It felt like a charley horse. It
started at the top of my head and worked its way
down to my feet. Every muscle in my body was
cramped. In seconds, I fell out of my chair onto the
floor: I writhed uncontrollably. I started screaming
as loudly as I could.
Then they came, the orderlies. It was just like the
epileptics at lunch. It was happening to me. There
must have been something wrong. It was a mistake.
This couldn't have been happening to me. Then I
remembered Kafka. I screamed.
They took me to Dr. Reed's office. He was the
head shrink. He reminded me of the pictures of Nazi
war criminals I had seen in my history books in high
school. The same round spectacles. The same icy
stare. He wasn't a doctor, he was a mad scientist.
The pain in my muscles persisted as we entered Dr.
Reed's office. I was in agony.
"Please make the pain go away," I screamed at the
doctor.
"Not until you answer some questions William,"
he replied. He could make the pain go away, I
thought, but not until I answered some bloody ques-
tions. I was right, he was a mad scientist.
"You didn't take your medication this afternoon
did you William?" he asked, as he stared through me
with those cold, snake like eyes.
"Yes I did," I answered, as I grimaced because of
the pain that was coursing through my body. "You
can even ... ask the nurse. She was ... there... She saw
me take them," I stuttered. Dr. Reed laughed with
amusement. He was a bastard, a real bloody bastard.
He enjoyed every minute of this.
He continued, "No William, you didn't. Do you
know why I know that? It's because we drugged the
orange juice, and if you don't take your medication,
you suffer this reaction." He chuckled, and then went
on. "Next time, make sure you take your medication,
O.K. William?"
I couldn't believe it. They drugged the blasted
orange juice. They were demons, all of them. But this
Dr. Reed was the devil. I wanted to tear him apart
with my bare hands-but the pain-my muscles
wouldn't ...
I felt the hands of the orderlies grabbing me by my
arms, as they started dragging me out the door,
down the hall, to C-Wing.
We finally entered a room. The pain was
unbearable. I was in tears. The large, black orderly
reassured me, "Everything will be all right soon."
Then he tossed me stomach first onto a bed, and
strapped me down. My robe was pulled aside and my
pants pulled down slightly by the orderly. I smelled
alcohol, and then the needle full of phenobarbital
entered my body. Hamlet's lines ran through my
head,
"To be, or not to be, that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,
And by opposing them. To die-to sleep-
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heartache, and the thousand na tural shocks
That flesh is heir to. 'Tis consumation
Devoutly to be wished. To die-to sleep.
To sleep-perchance to dream. Ay, there's the
rub!"
Yes, everything was going to be all right.
William Meyerhoff
Fr./Buad.-History
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Highway 75, TH Cafe
A dark van pulls in on angle
and as I watch
a mart, stooped and low
fuels the monster
pays and grimly,
stumbles to the van's door,
(He does not know that his wife,
while he was gone,
leaned over, sullen and slow,
and locked the doors.)
He bellows like a mule,
points finger, pounds steel walls,
imprisoned from within, without,
and waits.
Snow flakes fall.
Inside the cafe, the waitresses
in methodical midnight awareness,
pour coffee.
I turn.
The van is leaving.
What it took to move across the seat,
what it took her to move
and unlock
in desparate servitude.
The van is gone.
Its lights gone, now dark, outside the flow
of cafe lights through windows
capture snowflakes
as though
they were eagles
or angels
or pebbles.
Falling, pebbled angle eagles, falling,
converging and diverging in the sky,
coming to the dark world,
touching the window near where 1 sit
and watch the snow
melt on the pane
and trickle slowly down.
Don Huizinga
Sr.lEnglish
Heidi Nibbcllnk
Jr./ Art
The Price of Secrecy
To those of you who've flown
(and you know who you are)
remember this:
a field of long grass, waving like the sea, and,
a child, running free, alone,
face into the storm, no fear, no doubt, nor guilt for daring,
and, best, no knowledge to pin you to the earth,
You've seen the birds, you've dreamed, long enough then,
now faith in flying tears you from the ground.
Now, like linen on a line, carressed and carressing wind,
no words like no or can't to stop you from reaching up,
as your spirit comes to find itself in flight,
and no thought to tell the abandoned down below
that you have soared and gained, at last, your sight.
To want to want, to cease to want, to be sure,
that if it was real, if you could prove that what was then
is now, is true, that you, once, flew.
Stop. Stop, be reasonable, deny for good.
Separate what you know is true from hope.
Kill hope, and shade the truth, if you must.
Lie to yourself, if you can.
Stop believing, if you will.
You did not fly.
You did not fly, it is impossible.
They will call you liar.
You did not.
You did not. Not humanly possible.
You could not, would not, should not, cannot, will not.
And you never did.
Swear on a Bible, if necessary.
And may God have mercy on your soul.
Winter Paint
A field of snow, as flat as ice, as cold and as immovable, and
far above the sky may be blue, but we all know that it is really
ice with a little wind to confuse us.
And then,
a winter rabbit, painted, thoughtfully, white,
jumps.
The field is alive.
It is not seasonal, the change, just that
the field is now alive.
It shimmers.
I will respond.
No choice, I must, as the rabbit must.
Don Huizinga
Sr.lEnglish
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Isolation, when, within
the inner mind
one reaches the point of silence
in a crowded room.
We know by word and feeling.
But it takes word kinned to feeling to create meaning.
Aloneness, isolation, singularity, subjectivity,
inner self, soul,
call it what you will.
It is a word until
it is meaning.
It is only idea until it touches the fulcrum
where wall and space meet.
Idea meets emotion.
Idea climbs, emotion penetrates,
and they meet in the circle that surrounds.
Unable to exist without each other
they are brothers,
tied by the force outside the two.
Even the word, isolation,
whether thought or emotion,
cannot touch true purpose which
exists outside the fortress of both thought and em
Outside this fortress ./
the children play
and are completely safe in their aloneness.
Oneliness
Don Huizinga
Sr.!English
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Renee Vander Stelt
Jr.! Art
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Smiles Division Avenue
Waiting, slowly surely twisting
back away.
Returning, back counting, Now!
No!
Forever straight, ahead, stare,
Maybe,
Quickly,
Stop, turn look, tease,
SMILE,
heat shimmers off the the harsh concrete
in a cobalt sky
the sun cheerily shines
on rotten brick buildings
and buckled porches
and glints cruelly off
shards of glass
dashed rashly on the stairs
Plagiarism
despair sits there
unable to break the invisible chains
that hold him
to the habit
You can't mark without reading,
lines on a page.
That you think imagined,
in such short age.
Tatake without giving
better to do.
Then reading then writing
the same.
trapped bdween structures
a fallen tree shrouds
the emptied flasks
that failed to satisfy
but among the debris
watered by poison
nourished by decay
clutching to the dimmest rays of light
grows hope defiant
unfolding
green palms to the sky
and lifting up a blue, yellow-eyed face
to life.
Keith Fynaardt
Fr. /English
Susan Powell
So.lElem. Ed.-English
,~..
Sand Castles
(for Rachel, james, and Lynne)
Returning to the place I left before,
I sit alone at evening on the shore
where castles built in legendary lands
were formed by small and ever-busy hands
to house the royal creatures drifting by-
the ladybugs and velvet butterflies.
enee Vander Stelt
Jr./ Art
It wasn't said that insects such as these
might have no need for lavish royalties
like swimming pools of multi-colored hue
or balconies with awe-inspiring view;
for courtyards filled with rare and wondrous things-
bright-shining gold and gems, or dragons' wings,
or fountains splashing drops along with song
for children bugs to play in all day long.
Their hands created, changed, and made old new;
and as they played, the castle story grew.
The ladybugs and velvet butterflies
all hovered near with understanding eyes
and showed the builders with the eyes to see
they loved their palace-castle by the sea.
Reading
Oh lovely stick that givest me line,
Whose trust and honesty are divine.
If given thought with feeling and depth,
You can move wonders scraped on what's left.
Of the space allowed with these two lines,
Or in the capacity of your mind.
Thank-you friend or fiend if you be,
For seeing and writing what you see.
But shadows of the day reached further on.
The children near the shoreline now are gone,
and rising waters greet the sandy keep
where radiant day-dream kingdoms lay in sleep.
The colors mute and dim, as does the light.
On slumbering, shadowed sands decends the night.
Alliteration
Warm wellness within what we wear,
Pumps pulsingly pleasingly without pause,
Flowing freely feeling pressuring fire,
Having health heavenly fat heart.
Susan Powell
So./Elem. Ed/English
Keith Fynaardt
Fr. /English
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For Thou Art With Me
Mike woke to the buzzing of his clock radio. A
beam of sunlight shone through his bedroom window
and onto his face while two birds, dunking
themselves in the birdbath outside his window, sung
cheerfully. Mike groaned as he reached over and
pounded the snooze button, restoring his room to
peacefulness once again.
Normally, Mike would have flipped back the
covers and leaped out of bed, but on this Saturday
morning, the boy just laid there, staring at the ceil-
ing.
"Mike are you up?" The voice came from the other
side of his bedroom door.
"Yeah, Mom, come on in."
His mother pushed open the door with her back,
carrying Mike's breakfast on a tray. "Good morning,
dear. How are you feeling this morning?"
"Oh, the same, I guess, he said, propping himself
in a sitting position.
"Your cast didn't bother you in bed?"
"Pain trying to Tole over. This cast is so big and
awkward." Mike pointed to the cast that covered his
entire leg, bending it in a 4S degree angle. His mother
placed the tray beside him on the bed. She was at
ease now that he was home from the hospital again.
"Dad picked up a pair of crutches for you, 50 at
least you'll be able to get around a little better.
They're under your bed." She pointed a finger to the
floor. "Oh, by the way, Dave is coming over to visit
you this morning. He called last night, but you were
already in bed.
Mike lit up. Whenever he had a problem, he could
count on Dave to listen. The two of them had been
best friends since kindergarten.
When his mother had left the room, Mike finished
eating and got dressed, and when he heard the slam
of the screen door and the familiar voice of his friend,
he sat on his bed again and waited.
"Where's the invalid?" Dave's cheerful voice rang
through the house, getting louder with each word as
he approached Mike's bedroom. "Still in bed? What-
samatter. got a broken leg or something?"
"Very funny. Just for that you can't sign my
cast-"
"Oh I can't, huh? What are you going to do if I try,
hit me over the head with one of your crutches? I can
see the headline now: 'Fifteen Year-Old Crutched to
Death.' "
"Hey, let's do something. Do you want to go for a
walk?"
Mike began to get up. "Actually I wouldn't mind
going for a walk. I have to try out these crutches
sometime. II
"If anything, the fresh air will do you good," said
Dave sniffing. "You smell like a hospital."
It was a beautiful spring day. The streets were still
a little damp from an early morning shower, but the
sun was drying them quickly. Red and white
petunias, which lined the flower beds along Elm
Street, swayed in harmony with the rustling leaves
above. The playful shouts of children could be heard
from a distant park, and the drone of a lawnmower
created a desire for hammocks and barbecues.
Dave had to walk slowly 50 that Mike could keep
up with him. "Getting the feel of them?" asked Dave,
suddenly becoming serious.
"Yeah, I guess," replied Mike with a concentrated
face. Neither of them spoke for a moment. 'Thanks
for coming over today, Dave. I was really getting
depressed, you know? First, the doctor tells me I
have to stay at the hospital for a couple days for
more tests. It kind of got me down, you know?"
Dave nodded. "How long do you have to wear
that cast? The whole eight weeks?"
"Yeah, I gotta use these stupid crutches for eight
weeks."
"What a drag, man," said Dave shaking his head.
"I can't imagine going two months without walking."
Mike shot a glance over at Dave as if it hadn't oc-
curred to him that eight weeks was two months and
that it wouldn't be until the summer holidays before
he could walk again.
When the doctor had told him his leg was broken,
Mike became bitter. He thought about the night of
the accident when he was pulled from the tractor and
rushed to the hospital. He was unconscious when he
arrived at the emergency entrance, and he never
woke up until his leg was high in a sling over his bed.
It was then when Mike had wept. "Why did this have
to happen to me?" he had whispered, looking up-
ward as if to blame someone else. Mike considered
himself helpless now that he couldn't walk. Dave's
right, he thought, these eight weeks are going to be a
drag.
The two of them continued to walk along the
sidewalk, but they were silent now. Mike got the feel-
ing that Dave wanted to go play baseball or
something; that he was only with Mike because he
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was his friend.
Dave didn't know what to say to Mike either. The
thing they liked to talk about most was sports, but
Dave thought it might depress Mike more if he talked
about the Bears or the Celtics. The other thing they
liked to talk about was girls, but since Mike would be
missing the dance on Friday night, Dave didn't want
to mention it. That's why he had called the night
before-to tell Mike that his date, Sandy, had decid-
ed to go to the dance with someone else since Mike
couldn't dance anyway. Suddenly, Dave felt sorry
for his buddy. He remembered how Mike had bought
him a Coke in celebration of Sandy accepting the
date with him. Mike had said, "Remember this date.
It shall go down in history. This could be the begin-
ning of something big."
Both of them continued to walk with their heads
down, thinking of something to say. When they
came to the corner of Queen and Elm Street, they
stopped. Mike lived on Elm Street and he could sense
that he and Dave, who lived on the outskirts of
town, would now go on their separate ways.
"Old Mr. Meyer still live there?" Dave was staring
at the white cottage-like house on the corner.
"Yeah, he's like me. He can't walk either."
Mr. Meyer had lost both legs from the knees down
because of a bomb-blast during World War Two.
Dave smiled a little. "Aw, come on, Mike. You
think you got it bad. Imagine what this old guy goes
through. I heard he just sits around and watches
television all day. He's been like that for 40 years."
'That's what I'll be doing," said Mike staring at the
house. "Watching television for eight weeks."
''I'll bet he paints a lot of pictures," said Dave.
"They do that, you know-to keep themsevles busy.
Mom says he often goes to the park to feed the
pigeons." Dave began searching his pockets for
something.
"Oh. why did this have to happen to me anyway?"
said Mike slamming a crutch to the ground.
"Is it 11:30 already?" asked Dave, staring at the
bandless watch he had dug out of his pocket. "I gotta
get going. Mom wants to eat early today." Dave
began running down the sidewalk, half-turned.
"Hang in there, Mike. Just seven and a half weeks to
go."
Mike watched Dave disappear around the corner.
Some visit that was, he thought. He was convinced
Dave's mother had sent him over to visit him. He's
probably headed straight for the ballpark right now,
he thought.
Mike sighed. "Just seven and a half weeks to go.
,
Steve Lesondak
So./Undecided
Oh, why did this have to happen to me anyway?" He
picked up his crutch and began hobbling along the
tall hedge toward his house.
"Why shouldn't it 'a happened t'ya?" The voice
came from the other side of the hedge, and Mike
turned around and stared at the gate leading through
the hedge. He wasn't sure whether he should answer
the question or go home, but before he could decide,
Mr. Meyer appeared at the gate in his wheelchair.
"Youse a Thornton boy, ain't ya?" asked the old
man, squinting his eyes as he examined Mike for a
moment.
"Yeah, Mike Thornton," he replied hesitantly,
remembering his mother's advice years before never
to talk to strangers. He couldn't decide whether the
advice was valid for him now. "And you're Mr.
Meyer, right?" The words were out before Mike
realized it, and his shyness disappeared when the old
man smiled.
"Nope, not to my friends 1ain't. Just call me Pops.
Wanna come in and watch some T.V.?" Pops grinned
and Mike knew the old man had heard everything he
and Dave had talked about minutes before. Mike was
certain Pops was luring him into the house to give
him a lecture. Probably tell him how rought he's got
it.
"Okay, but only for a half hour." Mike was glad
he had put a time limit on his visit-he didn't want it
getting around that he had spent his Saturday after-
noon sipping tea at an old cripple's house.
Mike followed the wheelchair through the gate and
up the sidewalk which wound through maple trees
and flower beds packed with geraniums. When he
stepped into the house, the neatness was the first
thing he notcied. There were no dishes piled up in the
sink. The floors wre shiny, the carpets spotless, and
the magazines beside the fireplace were stacked in
three even piles. An open Bible on the coffee table
was turned to Psalm 23, and beside it was a picture of
Pops in his army uniform. On. the wall above the
fireplace hung a text carved in wood: "Even though I
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I
fear no evil, for Thou art with me ... "Television must
be in the basement, Mike thought, after scanning the
living room.
"1 ain't got no T.V." Pops spoke as if he could read
Mike's mind, and he smiled when Mike looked at him
surprisingly.
Pops had never had a television. 'Too busy," as
his reply to a question from a friend why he had
never wanted a television. "Too busy gardenin' and
keepin' house."
Pops had a kind face. The wrinkles at the corners
of his eyes were the result of a lifetime of smiles. The
white beard that grew from his tanned face hung to
his chest, and his stained teeth came from countless
army cigarettes.
"So ya hurt your leg, huh?" said Pops, calling to
Mike from the kitchen as he reached into the fridge
for two Cokes. "What happened?"
"Farming accident. Got run over by a tractor.
Can't walk for eight weeks." Mike paused when Pops
handed him his drink. "I was hitching a wagon onto a
tractor when all of a sudden the tractor started roll-
ing backwards. The next thing I knew, my leg was
twisted under the back tire. That's when I heard my
leg snap."
"Peelin' perty down about the leg, huh?"
Mike nodded and smiled a little. He felt embar-
rassed talking about his broken leg to a man who had
no legs to break.
Pops stroked his beard. His pale-blue eyes looked
distant. 'This happed in '43," he said, placing his
hands on his stumps. "When I got shot up, I thought
it'd be the end of the world. I ain't never gonna forget
that day in the medical unit when I woke up after the
operation. All I could see was white coats around
me. Must be serious, I thought. My legs felt good
though. Couldn't feel no pain. Then all of a sudden
the doc tells me I'm going home. At first I was happy,
but the concerned look on the doc's face told me
somethin' was wrong. 'Meyer,' the doc tells me,
'surgery didn't help-we couldn't save your legs.' 1
thought the doc was kiddin' me so I says, 'Come on
doc, that's ridiculous. I can feel my legs-they feel
good.' Then the doc tells me Those aren't your legs
you're feelin'; those are nerves tellin' you your legs
are still there.' Well, I still didn't believe the doc so I
reached under my sheets to feel my legs, but all I felt
was the bandages on my stumps."
Pops paused and swallowed some Coke. "That
was 42 years ago." A serious expression had swept
away his smile. "I remember it like it was yesterday."
He bit his lower lip as he adjusted himself in his
wheelchair.
"Ya know, Mike," said Pops, rubbing one of his
stumps. "In 42 years I only asked 'why me?' once."
Here comes the lecture, Mike thought. "When I was
on that battlefield, squirmin' in the mud, the enemy
not 100 yards away from me, ya know what I did,
Mike?" Mike shook his head. "1 yelled at God. I said
'why did you have to do this to me?' It wasn't my
choice to be fightin' a war started by a bunch of office
boys who've never had a gun in their hands." Pops
paused. "As I was screarnin' those very words, my
buddy, who'd been fightin' 'long side of me, fell flat
on his face without a sound except the splashing
noise he made when his face hit the mud. He didn't
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squirm, Mike. That was the last thing I remember
before wakin' up in that medical unit. I still don't
know how I ever survived that day."
Mike felt guilty for comparing himself to Pops. He
looked at the old army veteran who was now sitting
under a lamp that hung form the ceiling. Pops looked
peaceful. He had packed his pipe with tobacco, and
was now shielding a lit match from a breeze that had
entered from an open window. Pops looked at Mike
and motioned to the clock as he puffed clouds of
smoke into the air, but it wasn't until two hours later
before Mike got up to leave. As he made his way out
the door, he promised Pops that he would be back to
visit him, but the old man didn't seem to hear him.
When the boy turned around, Pops had a frown on
his face, and was leaning forward in his wheelchair,
rubbing one of his stumps. Pops wiped away his
painful expression when he noticed Mike staring at
him. "Still flares up every now and then, ya know?"
It wasn't until after school on Monday before Mike
talked to Dave again. Dave was on his way to the
baseball diamond at the corner of the school-yard
where some of his friends had already assembled to
choose teams when he yelled, "Hey Mike, wait up."
"Oh you got time to talk to me today, do you?"
Mike looked straight ahead.
Dave hung his head and slapped his ball glove
against his leg, leaving a dusty circle on his pants.
"Shucks, Mike, I'm sorry about Saturday. I didn't
mean to leave you there like that. That was pretty
dumb of me. I should have at least walked you home.
Mom told me to be home by 11:30-that's why I had
to take-off so fast. I didn't realize I had left you there
until I got home, so I called your house, but you
weren't home. What'd you do after I left7"
Mike looked at Dave solemnly before breaking out
into a bit of a smile. He could never resist Dave's sob
stories, and he never stayed angry at his friend very
long. "Dave, remember those things we said about
Pops-I mean Mr. Meyer-on Saturday. That he
was helpless, and only watched television all day?"
"Yeah," replied Dave as he slammed a baseball in-
to his glove.
"And remember that tall hedge in front of his
placer'
Dave hung on to the ball for a moment and looked
at Mike curiously, "Yeah."
"Well Mr. Meyer was right behind that hedge and
heard everything we said-"
"What7" Dave's mouth fell open in disbelief.
"You've got to be kidding."
Mike then recounted every detail of his visit with
Pops to Dave, who by now had forgotten about his
baseball game, and was listening with interest to
Mike's story.
"N0 way," said Dave, shaking his head.
"It's true, he does all the gardening himself." Mike
even retold Pops' war stories. "I'm going over there
again on Saturday. Do you want to come with me?"
Dave shook his head. "I'd like to, Mike, but we
have a baseball tournament on Saturday. Did you
forget7 This is the biggest tournament of the year."
The excitement that had filled Mike while he was
telling Dave about Pops suddenly seemed to drain
out of him, as if Dave had pulled a plug out of his
body. How could he have forgotten about the tour-
nament? Of course it was the biggest tournament of
the year. Mike had almost forgotten that he was a
member of the team, even though he was only second
string.
Each day that week crept by slowly for Mike.
Dave had been busy working out with the team every
day after school in preparation for the tournament,
and didn't have much spare time. Mike had gone to
the first few practices, but he didn't feel like one of
the guys anymore. He had sat on the bench most of
the year, but at least then he could play if he was
called on. Now he felt like an outsider. Usually he
would slip away from the ballpark when nobody was
looking and hobble home.
Every day Mike passed Pops' house, but he never
saw the old man. Mike even popped his head inside
the gate to see if Pops was listening through the hedge
again, but the yard was empty. Mike was worried
about Pops.
By Saturday, Mike had decided that he wouldn't
go to the' baseball tournament. His coach probably
wouldn't miss him anyway, Mike thought.
That afternoon, when Mike got to Pops' gate, he
hesitated, but after a few minutes he took a deep
breath and entered the yard. As he stood looking
around the yard, he noticed some of the geraniums
that filled Pops' flower beds were drooping; the
leaves were turning brown and were curled up on the
edges'. They looked as if they hadn't been watered in
weeks. A weed or two tainted the beds enough to
make them appear run-down. Mike knew Pops
hadn't been outside all week. Pops probably couldn't
stand to look at this mess, Mike thought, tapping a
dead geranium with his crutch.
Pops' place had a certain loneliness about it. There
was no sound except the sound of the wind and birds
in the trees. The place reminded Mike of a cemetery.
After knocking, Mike wondered if Pops was home.
but just as he was about to give up, he heard the
creaking sound the door made, and he turned around
to see an old man peering through. "Who are you?"
Mike leaned over to get a better look at the old man.
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"It's me, Mike," he whispered. "Come on in."
Mike was surprised when he discovered that it was
Pops in the doorway. The man that he saw was thin,
pale, and tired-looking. He found it difficult to take
his eyes off Pops as he made his way up the ramp and
onto the old man's front porch. Pops had changed in
the last week. He looked skinny, almost skeleton-
like. His cheekbones stuck out in a way that remind-
ed Mike of the boys he had seen in a commerical for
Ethiopia.
"Where've you been, Pops? I never saw you out-
side all week." Mike tried not to let on that he had
noticed Pops' physical deterioration.
"Oh, I've been feelin' a little under the weather
lately. Feelin' better today though." Pops' voice
sounded shaky. "D'ya have enough time for a Coke
with me?"
"Of course I do, Pops," said Mike as he followed
the old man through the front door and into the liv-
ing room. "I came over to visit you."
"That's nice of ya, really nice of ya." Pops pushed
his wheelchair into the kitchen, leaving Mike alone in
the living room for a moment. It had occurred to him
that this was the only room he had been in at Pops'
house. It also seemed to be the room most occupied
by Pops. The old sofa and chairs, looking like they
had been built when Pops was a boy, were preserved
by multi-colored afghans which covered them. A
hand-made pillow was perched in each chair; there
were three on the couch. Mike picked up Pops' army
picture, one of Pops' last remnants of a normal life.
His eyes fell on the open Bible with the bold print
that seemed to yell out at those who read it. "Yea
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I fear no evil, for Thou art with me." The
words had been flitting around in Mike's mind all
week.
"Here ya go, Mike," said Pops, handing him a
glass of Coke. "Admirin' my army picture, are ya?"
Mike smiled and nodded, placing the picture back
on the coffee table. "How come you got Psalm 23 all
over the place?" He pointed at the plaque on the wall
and at the Bible.
"Well, rna' boy, that goes back to my army days.
That there Bible verse has come to mean a lot to me.
You see, on the front line, it was rough. We had to
wear camouflage suits to hide from the enemy. Some
of my buddies even pu t branches and leaves all over
their faces. We felt like animals in a jungle, ya know?
Well anyway, there was this one guy I knew-a-great.
big muscular feller. Well this guy thought he was
king of that jungle. His philosophy of the ward was
that to survive, you had to be strong and powerful.
One day, when fightin' wasn't so fierce, Little John-
that was this big feller's name-took off his shirt
'cause it was so hot outside. I was sittin' behind him
cleanin' guns when all of a sudden, I noticed some
writin' tatooed on his back. The writin' said: "Yea
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
death, I fear no evil, because I'm the meanest in the
valley." Pops looked at Mike as if he expected the
boy to be impressed. "When I first read them words,
I was impressed enough to adopt that philosophy as
my own, but two days later when I watched Little
John get shot to pieces as he made an unnecessary
forward advance, I was scared. That was the valley
and Little John was no longer walkin' in it" Pops was
proud of the connection he had just made. "I never
forgot them words on Little John's back, and it
wasn't until a month later that I got a real Bible in my
hands and read the real text"
Pops grimaced a little, breathing deeply as he
rubbed one of his stumps. "That's my favorite text in
the whole of the Bible, Mike. I don't want to sound
like no preacher, but to me, those words have such
hope. To know God is there protectin' you whenever
you walk through one of those valleys-and there
are lots of them in life, Mike, believe me."
"I hope I never have to fight in a war. I don't want
to die like that Little John did."
"You gotta die sometime," said Pops with an ex-
pression that looked as if he had just bitten into tin
foil.
"Pops, are you okay? What's wrong anyway?"
"Pops groped for words. "Mike, hand me those
there pills on the counter-the orange ones," he
whispered. Mike' quickly hopped over to the kitchen
on one leg. "That's right, those. ones. They're pain-
killers. They help me so I can talk to you without
pulling funny faces."
"Maybe you should go to the hospital or
something, Pops," said Mike, as he removed the lid
from the bottle of pills and shook two out into Pops'
bony hand.
"No, Mike," said Pops swallowing the pills.
"Hospitals can't do no thin' for me."
"Yes they can. They can make you feel better.
Doctors know a lot more than they used to."
Pops smiled and placed a hand on Mike's knee. "I
know, Mike. But they can't do nothin' for me
because I got cancer right here in the old stump."
Mike's jaw dropped. "What7"
"I've known for a month now. I've got two
weeks-tops-before I meet my Maker. There's no
hope-they found out too late. There's no thin' the
docs can do for this old warhorse except keep me
around a little longer."
It's not fair, Mike thought. "Aren't you scared,
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Pops? Doesn't death scare you?"
"Naw. I've been given 67 healthy years on this here
earth and I'm happy for that. And when I go to be
with the big feller upstairs, I'll be even happier than I
am now."
Mike couldn't understand how Pops could say he
was healthy all his life when he spent most of it in a
wheelchair. And to think he had felt like dying when
Sandy told him she was going to the dance with Paul.
"Mike, you're healthy right now. There ain't
nothin' wrong with you. You're just a little disabled,
that's all." The old man looked at Mike and placed a
hand on the boy's cast. "You're lucky. You'll walk
again. But don't stop when you thank God for the
use of that leg; thank him for life.
The weeks passed by quickly, and the day finally
came for Mike's cast to be removed. "I can't believe
it. I'm actually walking." He couldn't take his eyes
off his feet. Then he remembered the words of Pops
and told his mother he wanted to visit the old man.
"Do you want a ride there?" asked his mother as
she searched her purse for her keys.
"No," said Mike smiling, "I'll walk."
Mike began walking in the direction of Hope
Cemetery, and when he arrived he stood at the gate
for a moment. It was a sunny day, and the only
sounds were the gentle rustling of leaves in the wind
and the cheerful conversa tion between two robins,
perhaps building a nest to start a life together.
"Well, here I am Pops, walking without my
cru tches. You never did get to see me like this." The
gray tombstone stared back at him sending a shiver
up his spine. "Iwish you were here to see me, Pops. I
know you would have given me a Coke and we
'would've talked about the war some more." Mike
stared at the little gravestone which simply read: "For
Thou Art With Me."
"It doesn't seem fair, Pops. It just doesn't seem
fair."
Ron DeBoer
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Dying
Dying
That is what life
Is all about
Suicide
On an installment plan
"better the day of death
than the birth of a man"
We live
In a world of illusions
In a world of dreams
We continue the struggle
We die in our schemes
Tell me the answers
Evolved man
Tell me the answers
If you think you can
Yes evolved man
has the answers
He has it all figured out
Yet he wonders
Why there is still some doubt
Back in the corners
Or at the edge of his mind
He shudders at the thoughts
That he might find
So you have the answers
Evolved man
Tell me the answers
If you think you can
"well if i must
and you insist
i know what i'll do
i'll give you a list
Time is money
Money talks
Talk is cheap
Money is cheap
Time talks
Time is cheap
Man crawls
Fish walks
And in the end
Evolved man
Screeches grunts
And squawks"
Waves
Waves
Touching the shore
In an endless rhythm,
The sand
Does not object
To the endless touch
Of the waves;
Moment by moment
Year by year
Aeon by aeon.
The old fisherman
With the leathered face
does not object either
As he looks out over
The black depths of the waves.
And what of these footprints?
They are erased by the waves;
They do not object.
The wind howls,
But is not heard
In the winter.
And no one notices
(except the old fisherman).
The rocks know,
But they're not telling.
Can you blame them?
The old fisherman
Smokes his pipe
And watches the smoke curl upwards
As ye looks out over the
Waves
Touching the shore
In an endless rhythm.
William E.A. Meyerhoff
Fr/Buad.-History
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Willed?
Stars and stripes,
flap,
half-mast in the wind
In memory of those
seven lost
above them.
So cold,
so cruel,
did they meet their fate,
That in a
minute,
they were out of this world.
Man
asks questions
as to why?
Pointing
a finger
at the empty sky
Where those
seven
now make their home,
Asking God
how
he could allow such a thing.
If only he could see
the school-bay's
tears,
The weeping wives, the
grief-stricken
children.
If an ocean of tears
shed
cQuld've saved that crew,
They would be
more than just a memory
today.
But God saw the
tears,
and he heard the weeping,
And his heart
was as heavy as the
space shuttle itself.
But, as with
technology,
the Lord
giveth,
And as with
life,
the Lord
taketh away.
Come Quickly, Lord ...
Bombs
Bursting
People
Thirsting
But there will be no Lazarus there to wet their tongues
There will be no vinegar sponge
And they will cry out in their self-inflicted Hell
And the earth will burn under a mushroom cloud
They will not have time to laugh and scoff
Because there will be no ark this time
Like a Thief in' the night, the button will be pushed
And as the condemned envy the saved
So the the living will envy the dead
Toronto
A sea of bulbs, shine blinking in the night,
Like ants, people scurry in and out of the light.
The view is enchanting from the top of that tower,
Magical, mythical, full of urban power.
Showmen perform on the corners of Main,
Under seductive gazes from daughters of Cain.
Dealers lurk, changing plastic for cash,
Tattered, old drunks sleep restless in trash.
This city never sleeps, this modern Babylon,
Ready I poised, it waits to lead us on.
Its beauty, a mask, disguising an ugly face,
Too many are fooled and are now a part of this place.
Ron DeBoer
Jr. /English-P.E.
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Nothing To Do
The world is going crazy
Nothing to do,
But play touch.
The world is going crazy
As i look out my window
Yet i am content
(and lazy)
Let the others take care of it
For the roast
you know w
h
a
t
i'rn talking about.
in my stereo 00
Touch f
b I
al
Is burning
As the world keeps turning
People speak of thoreau
A nd the jews keep complaining
That they aren't getting
The attention they deserve
Why should they
Be first ones served
First in line
Is what people want
But not all get it
Because your aunt
Emily needs it
Has to have it
Wants it
(or something of the sort)
Birds
Butterflies
And trees
Notto mention
You and me
Keep coughing
Choking
With the,
you got it,
the u
n
v
e
r
s
e
The door
to death
The door
To a man's mind
Is nothing more
Than a hole
Through which
Anti-matter particles
(being denser than a vacuum)
Escape
As our frail lives
Become the past
Will we last
Or will we fade
As the indian
into oblivion Of course the hole
15 a round one
In which square pegs
Fit quite snugly
William E.A. Meyerhoff
Fr./Buad.-History
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How does one define
How does one define
Abstract or concrete
Which man uses
To pave the street
On which he walks or throws
His garbage
For lack of something
Better to do
If i choose
For example
To explain the universe
I would take time to rehearse
But what is time
Can you taste it
Can you feel it
Can you hear it
Can you see it
Then how do you know
It is here
Or there
Or anywhere
yet you smile
As you slowly say
What is the time of day
Sir
William E.A. Meyerhoff
Fr. /Buad.-History
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Old Friends
We silently laugh inside, you and I
a shared joke between old friends. The Buffalo
We are confident in the knowledge
that since they do not understand you and I,
it does not matter.
I see you great hulking beasts
your chocolate-rust fur
nudging in the wind.
"We just keep them as a novelty."
What does it feel like
to be a novelty?
And have people drive by on Sunday afternoons,
'just to look.'
Some night, I'll open your gate
50 you can rumble out over the hills
drink the prairie like before
and rumble out over the hills.
They look only at your skin;
that tough, weathered prairie land
and say "bare, ugly."
They do not look into your eyes
in which is mirrored the deepening
dusk tones of sunset
the intense gold of fiery summer heat reflecting
within golden grain.
Their eyes are blinded to your rain washed
greens and frosted autumn reds.
Lori Kuipers
So.!English
I revel in the power I feel in your soil;
you transmit God's pleasure
smelt in the sweat of centuries
of laboring men
turning and gouging that earthy blackness
to reap your wealth,
Steve Lesondak
So./Undecided
Grandpa's Pride
He wanders around in the back by the ovens
As the sweet smell of cakes fills his mind
With the memories of his own shop back home.
He checks out the boxes, the bags, and flour
As if without his thorough eying all would go wrong.
We all work around him saying nothing when he's in the way,
But nodding yes to every foreign syllable he says.
I sense a hidden reason for his presence, more truthful
Than the other.
His wife has her shopping,
But his hardworking nature can't be torn from the
One profession he has always loved.
He's lonely, lonely for what he used to do.
From the corner of my eye I see his cigar change directions
While his yearning mind reminisces about all the mouthwatering
Pasteries that he once called his own,
All the smiles of satisfaction his customers paid him,
All the joy he shared with his workers,
All the joy he experienced in his youth.
Nancy Verhoeven
Fr./Elem. Ed-P.E.
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"Like children we should be,
Like children we shall lead." Corrina Bangma
So./English-Art
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The Wisdom of the Wind
The wind whispers its plea,
Saying listen to me.
Man just walks more hurriedly.
He pays no heed to the wind's plea.
The wind, more urgent, shakes a willow tree,
Causing broken, crooked twigs to fall and fly free.
But man is still too busy,
He doesn't see the tree.
The wind ready to give up in despair,
Blows its icy fingers, caressing man's hair.
Man finally stops and looks around,
The wind smiling sends leaves swooshing to the ground.
Then man casting his eyes upward to the sky,
Finally hears the wind's pleading cry:
"Take time for God.
Stop and take time for God."
Man kneels and bows his head,
Touching the ground in deep anguish, and remorse.
While the wind quietly hushes as it travels on its course.
Brenda Boersma
Jr.lElem. Ed/Spec. Ed
